'SON Of SHIB' Whitepaper

$SON

URL: www.sonofshib.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/sonofshib
Telegram: https://t.me/SONOfSHIB

Contract Address: 0x413eca30181f7ed78de38da95f44fc53f664157a
The Legend says that the Son of Shiba Inu, also known as THE SON, was the runt of the litter and is now lost and has been fending for himself against the perilous dangers of the world. What SON Of SHIB lacks in size he makes up for in fearlessness and heart. Join our community and help us bring him to the Moon so he can reunite with his Father.

SON Of SHIB is built by a strong team of crypto experts that aim to build a sustainable, long term token bringing innovative ideas into the crypto space. In addition, we focus on building a strong community of investors that are in it for the long run. Join SON Of SHIB now and become part of this revolution. We believe ‘Shiba Inu’ to be the best of breed in the small to mid-cap cryptocurrency space and the natural evolution in the meteoric rise of the SHIBA TOKEN story. Well, he was bound to have a litter at some point, wasn’t he? The strength of ‘SON Of SHIB’ lies in its bloodlines, as we have integrated some of the key DNA from other major coins into our original cryptocurrency token.

These initial features include a hyper-deflationary token incorporating autonomous yield and liquidity generation and a fixed supply of tokens that can never be increased, thus protecting the price from any detrimental dilutionary event over the token’s lifetime. Not only have we taken a disciplined approach to the number of available tokens (Free-Float), but we have also introduced a fixed burn schedule. Once these tokens are burnt, they will be destroyed forever. There is a strict mechanism in place to ensure this occurs during each burn cycle. In addition, SON Of SHIB will execute continual burns in honor of his father’s Shiba Token. The first set of burns that have been scheduled begin from the first 50 million in market cap thresholds that are reached by THE SON’s token. These will continue until the 500 million market cap range as the market cap increases by 50 million. So for example: at 50 million, 75k USD will be used to buy the Shiba Inu token. Once this token is bought it will be sent to the Shiba Inu burn wallet. The next threshold will be the 100 million milestone: 90k USD, 150 million: 100k USD, 200 Million: 110k USD, 250 million: $125k USD, 300 Million: $150k USD, 350 Million: $175k USD, 400 Million: $200K USD, 450 Million:$225k USD, 500 Million: $250k USD.

During the market cap run we will evaluate what the burn numbers will be from 500 million to 1 billion. We promise to increase the burn amount as long as it doesn’t affect our charts negatively.

SON Of SHIB will also launch a decentralised exchange ‘DEX’, incorporating an automated liquidity and trading pool with its own Non-Fungible Token (NFT) marketplace promoting thematic NFT’s, starting with our own. Empowered by the decentralised finance landscape, SON Of SHIB will promote liquidity and yield via organically holding tokens, yield farming and staking.
To simplify the process of purchasing BEP20 tokens, SON Of SHIB will feature a fiat gateway via the Binance API to allow quicker and easier transactions. This not only supports SON Of SHIB, but all BEP-20 tokens, giving everyone easy access to the Binance smart chain.

We will also be incorporating further incentives for SON Of SHIB investors in future development releases. This comes in the form of loyalty rewards, so congratulations; you will also become beneficiaries as new breeders join, accumulate, and collect more SON Of SHIB tokens. Their reflections will be seen from our dashboard built in the App. Once owners hold our SON Of SHIB tokens, they will also bid on our limited edition ‘SON Of SHIB Adventures’ Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT).
SON Of SHIB will be tradable on the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) under the ticker SON and you can purchase it by either using a MetaMask or Trust Wallet.

Contract Address: 0x413eca30181f7ed78de38da95f44fc53f664157a
Token Name: SON Of SHIB
Token Symbol: SON
Token Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Burn Schedule: 3-5% , Burning of $100,000 USD every other day for the first week of launch.
Non-Fungible Token Release: Once predetermined goal marks are achieved and the marketplace is ready

SON Of SHIB charges a 8% transaction buy fee and a 8% sell fee and redistributes 2% of these fees to existing $SON holders instantly and automatically after each transaction. The 8% also includes a 2% that goes to the burn wallet as well as a 4% that goes to the Marketing Wallet. Bringing a total of 2% Burn, 2% Reflections and 4% Marketing

The Hyper Deflationary smart contract ensures that no centralised party or interface can claim yield. No action needs to be taken on the holder’s part other than simply holding SON tokens and continuing to check on those extra tokens that are allocated through reflections. The DEX will promote liquidity by providing SON Of SHIB LP tokens which will ensure staking users are provided with an attractive yield.
Here is a convenient link that walks you through the setup of a Metamask Binance Smart Chain account on your web browser. Once you have done that and configured the wallet to house the SON tokens, you are on your way to owning and bidding for SON Of SHIB Assets.

In the coming months, SON Of SHIB will be launching our very own Decentralized Exchange Website as well as later an App created for Apple and Android Users. Yes, well done, you guessed it! SONSwap allows you to exchange your BEP-20 tokens for SON Of SHIB Tokens, along with other tokens, as we add and build along the way. SONSwap will enable you to use your cryptocurrencies to provide liquidity for the exchange pools and earn additional tokens. It’s also possible to stake tokens on SONSwap, in order to earn more tokens.

We’ve also just launched the first ever Blockchain Search Engine, called Friendly Chart. A platform for displaying prices and information of various coins, as well as the current ‘live chart’ of the coin being searched. The platform is also able to display the number of your tokens on different networks (you can see your transactions in detail). The platform currently supports coins in the BSC - Matic - BTC - TRX - SOL network and we are constantly working on adding more. You can visit our Blockchain Search Engine by visiting www.friendlychart.com.

Finally, we will be launching our own METAVERSE, called ‘Moon Land’, a Shiba Inu themed virtual reality platform powered by the Binance Smart Chain blockchain. Users can create, experience, and monetize content and applications. Land in ‘Moon Land’ is permanently owned by the community, giving them full control over their creations. Users claim ownership of virtual land on a blockchain-based ledger of parcels. Landowners control what content is published to their portion of land, which is identified by a set of cartesian coordinates (x,y). Contents can range from static 3D scenes to interactive systems such as games.
Treat is a non-fungible, transferrable, scarce digital asset stored in a Binance smart contract. It can be acquired by spending our own BEP20 token called SON. SON can also be used to make in-world purchases of digital goods and services. People are spending increasingly more time in virtual worlds, for both leisure and work. This occurs predominantly in 2D interfaces such as the web and mobile phones. But a traversable 3D world adds an immersive component as well as adjacency to other content, enabling physical clusters of communities.

Unlike other virtual worlds and social networks, ‘Moon Land’ is not controlled by a centralized organization. There is no single agent with the power to modify the rules of the software, contents of land, economics of the currency, or prevent others from accessing the world. More information about ‘Moon Land’ will be laid out in a future document underlining the philosophical underpinnings, technical foundations, and economic mechanisms of ‘Moon Land’.

Trading Warning & NYK; NYW!

All cryptocurrencies carry a high degree of volatility, so make sure you are not trading outside your knowledge or ability. Also, make sure you always keep your keys private and in a secure location. Do not disclose your private keys to anyone under any circumstances.

Remember: Not Your Keys; Not Your Wallet, so be safe out there!